Purpose We determined commonly experienced symptoms reported by adult patients with cancer admitted to urban, ethnically diverse hospice settings and identified symptom clusters. Methods We used hierarchical cluster analysis of 150 patients (41 % male, 20-92 years [M = 59, SD = 13.3], 51 % African American, 37 % Caucasian, 12 % other). Using pen-tablet computers, participants completed the Symptom Distress Scale (SDS), a sleep quality item, and listed analgesics consumed in the previous 24 h. Results Four symptom clusters were identified: cluster 1 (Pain-Fatigue) consisted of pain frequency, fatigue, and pain intensity; cluster 2 (Ingestion-Elimination) consisted of appetite and bowel problems; cluster 3 (General Well-Being) consisted of insomnia, appearance, and outlook; and cluster 4 (Respiratory-Nausea-Concentration) consisting of breathing, cough, nausea frequency, nausea intensity, and concentration. There were no significant differences between Caucasians and African Americans on total SDS scores, analgesic consumption, sleep quality, or most cluster scores. Conclusion This is the first symptom cluster analysis in a US sample with a sizeable proportion of minority hospice/ palliative care patients with cancer. Further research to determine the stability of identified symptom clusters over time and discovery of the biological interactions of symptoms within the cluster may lead to symptom management therapies designed for the alleviation of all clustered symptoms.
Introduction
Cancer symptom research has focused upon single symptoms such as pain or fatigue until researchers demonstrated that symptoms are multifaceted phenomena often occurring in groups [1] leading to investigation of the symptom cluster phenomenon. Knowledge of symptom clusters expands our comprehension of the cancer symptom experience and potentially leads to improved symptom management and reduced symptom distress. Despite recent advances in symptom cluster research, insufficient information exists describing the existence of symptom clusters among cancer patients in the hospice/palliative care setting, especially those from minority groups.
The investigation of symptom clusters in patients with cancer has focused primarily on patients undergoing cancer treatment. Information exists regarding symptom clusters in patients with cancer in the hospice/palliative care setting. However, this information does not address gender, or race/ ethnicity issues, sleep quality, or analgesic consumption. To overcome these knowledge gaps, we aimed to (1) identify symptom clusters based on item ratings from the Symptom Distress Scale (SDS) and (2) examine symptom clusters for differences by gender, race/ethnicity, analgesic consumption, and sleep quality.
Methods Sample and setting
For this correlational, cross-sectional, secondary data analysis, we analyzed baseline data collected from the first 150 consecutive participants enrolled in an ongoing randomized clinical trial (RCT). Eligibility requirements for the primary study included patients with cancer who were (a) admitted to home care level of hospice or palliative care service; (b) experiencing pain on a daily basis; (c) able to speak, read, and write English; (d) at least 18 years of age; and (e) evaluated by hospice admission nurses to have a Palliative Performance Scale (PPS) score ≥40. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the University of Illinois at Chicago granted approval for both studies.
Instruments
Palliative Performance Scale The PPS measures the physical condition of hospice and palliative care patients by the clinician assessing ambulation status, activity, and evidence of disease, self-care capabilities, the process of food and fluid intake, and the state of consciousness. PPS scores range from 0 (death) to 100 (full capabilities) in 10 point increments [14] . Several research groups [15] [16] [17] [18] demonstrated its usefulness for predicting survival in hospice patients. Patients with a PPS score greater than or equal to 40 upon admission to hospice generally have a median survival of 18 [18] to 28 [16] days.
Symptom Distress Scale
The SDS is a 13-item valid and reliable tool for the measurement of the degree of symptom distress experienced by patients with cancer [19] . The SDS includes 11 items that measure the level of symptom distress related to nausea, appetite, insomnia, pain, fatigue, bowel pattern, concentration, appearance, breathing, outlook, and cough and 2 items that measure the intensity of pain and nausea. Responses to SDS questions are in a Likert-type format ranging from B1^representing normal or usual symptom occurrence to B5^indicating severe or constant distress. Participants rate the intensity of pain and nausea using a similar Likert scale where B1^represents no distress and B5^represents extensive or unbearable distress. Participants' responses to items are summed. Demonstrated validity and reliability exist for the SDS in patients with cancer [19] . Cronbach's α ranges from .67 [20] to .85 [21] . Cronbach's α for this study was .76.
Sleep quality
We measured sleep quality with a single item from the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PQSI). Buysse and colleagues [22] developed the content for the PQSI from their experience with sleep disorder patients, a literature review of established sleep disorder questionnaires and 18 months of field testing. Buysse and colleagues [22] reported initial internal consistency reliability with a Cronbach's alpha of .83. Participants in our study rated their sleep quality in the past 24 h on a four-point scale (B4^= very good, B3^= fairly good, B2^= fairly bad, and B1^= very bad).
Demographics and analgesic consumption PAINReportIt ® [23] is a software program (Nursing Consult LLC, Seattle, WA) with a demographic data form to document age, gender, ethnicity, medication consumption histories, pain histories, and other items not relevant to this study. On average, patients require 10 to 18 min to complete these demographic screens [24] . Participants reported pain medications and dosages consumed in the past 24 h using lists presented on the PAINReportIt ® screens. PAINReportIt ® -Plus [24] contains the SDS and the one item from the PQSI.
Procedures
Enrolled participants received instruction on the data collection procedures and completed the demographic data, SDS, PSQI-6 item, medication consumption histories, and additional study measures using pen-tablet computers with PAINReportIt ® -Plus. Data analysis began when 150 participants completed baseline data for the parent study.
Analyses
Power analysis Sample size and power for the study were based on detecting one or more symptom clusters to reject a hypothesis of randomness [24] . A cluster analysis with a sample size of 150 participants and 13 potential symptoms achieves 85 % power at 0.05 to detect one or more orthogonal symptom clusters.
Statistical analysis
The data had a normal distribution; therefore, parametric methods were used for these analyses with a significance level of <0.05. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize demographic and disease characteristics and sleep quality. We calculated SDS mean item and SDS total scale scores, a Cronbach's alpha to determine the internal consistency of the SDS scale, and correlations between SDS items. We categorized SDS total scale scores as mild distress (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) , moderate distress (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) , and severe distress [19] .
We performed a hierarchical cluster analysis using squared Euclidean distances with item-level symptom data obtained from the 13-item SDS with SPSS 17 for Windows ® (SPSS ® , Chicago, IL). Groupings are based on Euclidean distances, such that symptoms in the same cluster are more similar to each other than to symptoms found in other clusters [25] . Ward's method [25] was chosen to link clusters together based on the degree of similarity between observations within the same cluster. A dendogram (Fig. 1) displays the results showing variables in each group and the distance between the groupings.
To examine cluster scores for differences by gender and race/ethnicity, we computed subscale scores for each symptom cluster by summing the individual SDS item scores identified in each cluster. Distribution assumptions for cluster scores were checked, and all cluster scores met the assumption of normality. We then computed Cronbach's alpha for each newly identified subscale. We calculated Pearson r correlations for each subscale. We used t tests and analysis of variance (ANOVA) to investigate gender and race/ethnicity differences in cluster scores of each of the four clusters.
The subjects' self-reported analgesic medications were classified according to the World Health Organization's (WHO) analgesic ladder. We calculated MSEQs for opioid medications. We categorized MSEQs into three categories based on the frequency distribution. We used Pearson r to determine correlations between cluster subscale scores and total MSEQs consumed.
Results

Participant characteristics
Demographic characteristics Our sample consisted of 150 participants, 104 (69/3 %) admitted to hospice and 45 (30.7 %) admitted to palliative care. Participants (Table 1) ranged between 20 and 93 years of age with a mean of 59 (SD = 13) years. Patients with lung cancer (n = 40, 27 %) represented the largest group of participants. Palliative Performance Scale scores ranged from 40 to 90 (mean = 52.3, SD = 8.30).
Analgesic characteristics Responses indicated that 32 % had access to adjuvant drugs, 45.3 % to NSAIDS, 40 % to WHO Step 2 opioid drugs, and 78.7 % to WHO Step 3 opioid drugs. Morphine sulfate immediate release (44 %), morphine sulfate extended release (32 %), fentanyl (27 %), and hydromorphone (23 %) were the most frequently reported WHO Step 3 drugs. WHO Step 2 drugs reported included hydrocodone (Vicodin) (11 %) and acetaminophen with codeine (11 %). Non-opioid prescriptions included acetaminophen (34 %), ibuprofen (13 %), naproxen (13 %), and aspirin (10 %). Commonly reported adjuvant drugs included dexamethasone (11 %), gabapentin (6 %), and amitriptyline (2 %). MSEQs ranged from 0 to 405 (median = 23.0, mean = 46.52, SD = 70.5). We categorized MSEQ values into three groups: participants reporting no opioid medications consumed (n = 28, 19 %) (MSEQ = 0), those reporting consuming opioid medications from 1 to 41.5 MSEQ (n = 75, 50 %), and those consuming more than 41.6 MSEQ (n = 47, 31 %).
Symptom distress Total SDS scores (Table 2) ranged from 15 to 54 (mean = 35.27, SD = 8.24). Examination of the rank order for the symptoms at the item level indicates that SDS values of B3,^B4,^or B5^were frequently reported by 85.2 % of the sample for the frequency of pain, by 80.5 % of the sample for fatigue, and by 73 % of the sample for pain distress. Contrasting these highly rated symptoms is the frequency of participants reporting values of B3,^B4,^or B5^for breathing (25.7 %), frequency of nausea (26.4 %), and cough (24.3 %). We found statistically significant, mild to moderate correlations between most SDS items (Table 3) .
Cluster analyses
Final designation of symptom clusters was determined via hierarchal cluster analysis. We identified four symptom clusters (Fig. 1) . Cluster 1 (Pain-Fatigue) consisted of SDS items pain frequency, fatigue, and pain intensity (α = .70); cluster 2 (Ingestion-Elimination) consisted of SDS items appetite and bowel problems (α = .74); cluster 3 (General Well-Being) consisted of SDS items insomnia, appearance, and outlook (α = .60); and cluster 4 (Respiratory-Nausea-Concentration) consisted of SDS items breathing, cough, nausea frequency, nausea intensity, and concentration (α = .60). Cluster 1 yielded statistically significant (p < .01) but weak (.27) to moderate (.41) linear correlations among items. Cluster 2 yielded a .38 correlation (p < .01). Cluster 3 yielded statistically significant (p < .01) but weak (.31) to moderate (.43) correlations. Cluster 4 yielded no (.00) to moderate (.44) linear correlations (p < .05); concentration demonstrated the lowest correlations with other items in this cluster. The fatigue item, although part of the Pain-Fatigue cluster, was correlated at statistically significant levels with all other SDS items (r = .19 to .39, p < .01).
Gender We found no significant gender differences in cluster scores. The t tests for cluster 1 (Pain-Fatigue) t(148) = −.36, p > .72, cluster 2 (Ingestion-Elimination) t(148) = −1.47, p > .16, cluster 3 (General Well-Being) t(148) −.18, p > .86, and cluster 4 (Respiratory-Nausea-Concentration) t(148) = .04, p > .97, indicate no significant differences by gender.
Race/ethnicity Analysis of variance indicated that there were no significant differences in cluster scores based on race/ ethnicity except for cluster 1 (Pain-Fatigue). Participants categorized as other race/ethnicity (Hispanic, Asian, and other) (n = 17) reported higher pain scores (mean = 12.0, SD = 2.57) than did Caucasian (mean = 10. confirmed that the group mean cluster score for Bother^race/ ethnicity was significantly higher than that of either Caucasian or African American groups, but that the means for these latter two groups were not statistically different.
Analgesic medications There were weak and statistically non-significant correlations identified among three of the four cluster scores and MSEQ doses. However, the General WellBeing cluster [r(150) = .17, p < .04) demonstrated a statistically significant but weak correlation with MSEQ. We interpret this finding as those participants who reported less distress with SDS items insomnia, appearance, and outlook, which formed the General Well-Being cluster, which used less analgesics than other participants.
Sleep quality Sixty-four participants (44 %) in this study reported fairly good sleep quality and 22 participants (18 %) reported very good sleep quality. We found statistically significant differences in the Pain-Fatigue, General Well-Being, and Respiratory-Nausea-Concentration clusters with sleep quality. These findings indicate that participants reporting better sleep quality may experience less symptom distress.
Discussion
This is the first symptom cluster analysis in a sample from the USA with a sizeable proportion of minority patients with cancer admitted to the hospice/palliative care setting. Our results indicate that hospice/palliative care patients with cancer continue to experience distress from numerous symptoms. Using the SDS, we were able to identify the presence and severity of symptoms frequently experienced by patients with cancer. By measuring symptoms in two dimensions (level of distress and intensity), we found similar symptom clusters when only presence was used to investigate symptom clustering. Identifying symptom clusters in this patient population is the first step to developing symptom management interventions aimed at addressing all symptoms within a cluster. We identified four symptom clusters using hierarchical cluster analysis techniques. Our clusters are similar to clusters found by other researchers; specifically, our Pain-Fatigue cluster [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . However, pain and fatigue do not always cluster together [33] . In a 100 % lung cancer sample [34] , fatigue clustered with decreased appetite, drowsiness, sleep disturbances, dry mouth, and distress symptoms. In a heterogeneous cancer sample [6] , fatigue clustered with weakness, anorexia, lack of energy, dry mouth, early satiety, weight loss, and taste change. Variation in symptom cluster results appears to be related to the specific sample investigated, the symptom measurement tool utilized, and statistical clustering technique used rather than the interaction of the symptoms themselves. Henoch and colleagues [35] explored the use of two symptom assessment tools and two analytical techniques to determine symptom clusters in 400 adults (41 % stage IV) with newly diagnosed inoperable lung cancer. The SDS and 11 of 30 items from the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) provided the symptom data. The investigators used hierarchical cluster analysis using average linkage between groups and factor analysis to demonstrate three similar symptom clusters between both symptom collection tools. A respiratory cluster including symptoms of dyspnea and cough along with mood cluster consisting of mood, outlook, concentration, and insomnia were similarly identified. A difference between the two symptom data collection tools emerged in the pain cluster. When analyzing symptom data from the SDS, fatigue and appetite did not cluster with pain, nausea, or bowel problems as they did with symptom data from the EORTC. Using factor analysis with symptom items, similar results emerged using the SDS and EORTC data collection tools. However, fatigue loaded on both the pain cluster and respiratory cluster in both symptom data collection tools.
In our study, fatigue clustered with pain presence and pain severity and was significantly but weakly correlated with all SDS items except breathing and cough. These findings are similar to Tsai's and colleagues' [36] investigation of fatigue in Asian hospice patients with cancer where fatigue was significantly correlated with nausea, vomiting, lack of appetite, sleep disturbance, dyspnea, dry mouth, restlessness, and problems of concentration. These findings are expected as fatigue has been determined to be the most prevalent [37] and distressing [38] cancer-related symptom that persists for long periods.
Previous symptom cluster research in patients with cancer varied in study purpose and sample characteristics. Few studies focused on patients with advanced cancers [33, 39] . Most studies investigating the presence of symptom clusters enrolled 83 to 97 % Caucasian [34, [40] [41] [42] [43] or 100 % Asian [25, 29-32, 34, 44] participants. It is important to note that in our study African Americans comprised 51 % of our 150 participants.
Symptom distress
The high degree of symptom distress experienced by participants of this study is consistent with previous findings. The inclusion criteria of patients experiencing pain on a daily basis could explain some of the high prevalence of reported pain. Considering that participants in this study are at the end of the cancer trajectory because their disease has progressed beyond benefit of curative treatment(s) and current therapeutic cancer therapies are no longer beneficial nor desired, it is not unrealistic to expect that previous symptom management has alleviated some symptom distress. Therefore, the need for rapid, effective symptom recognition and management primarily focusing on highly prevalent symptoms is paramount in this patient population.
Analgesics
In our study, analgesic medications available to participants reflect commonly prescribed medications in hospice [45] . However, analgesic consumption in MSEQs appears to be lower than in other studies in the hospice population. Portenoy and colleagues [46] investigated 725 hospice patients and reported that 640 participants (88.3 %) received intravenous morphine equivalent doses (mean = 65.7, SD = 45.6). In a study of 435 patients with cancer, 396 (91 %) received an oral morphine dose of 5-299 mg [47] . Lundorff and colleagues [48] reported median oral morphine doses of 120 mg/day (range 10-720 mg/day) in opioid-treated cancer patients in a hospital setting. There are many reasons for low analgesic consumption including reluctance of clinicians, patients, and caregivers to use high MSEQ doses. The low MSEQ doses that we observed may be a major factor in the high pain distress reported by our participants.
Sleep quality
In our study, participants reported high SDS total scores, yet 59 % (n = 89) also reported relatively good sleep quality scores. Future research utilizing a similar sample and capturing sleep medications will facilitate determining if high symptom distress and worst pain scores with relatively good sleep quality scores is unique to this study population or routinely occurs in the hospice/palliative care setting.
Implications for future research
The identification of symptom clusters in the hospice/ palliative care setting is the first step toward developing symptom management techniques targeting all symptoms within the cluster. Cluster analysis is an exploratory statistical technique used to identify similar symptom profiles [49] which can provide subgroups of persons at risk for variations in the symptoms. Instead of this approach, we clustered symptoms rather than persons and provide descriptive evidence for the presence of symptom clusters. The composition of symptoms within the cluster will add additional options for outcome measures that could be considered for future research studies. Knowing which symptoms cluster together may trigger an investigation of other symptoms within the cluster thereby improving clinical assessment techniques and potentially alleviating all symptoms within the cluster. Addressing symptom clusters over time and the development of interventions to address all symptoms in a cluster is the next logical step in symptom cluster research. However, there are several methodological issues when conducting a longitudinal study, including attrition due to death, that require innovative approaches when investigating patients with cancer in the hospice/palliative care setting. We demonstrated the feasibility of investigating symptom clusters in the hospice/palliative care setting at one time point. Future research to explore the identified symptom clusters over time would increase the understanding of the symptom experience in patients with cancer in the hospice/palliative care setting.
Limitations
There are limitations to this study. First, this was a secondary data analysis of data collected as near as possible to admission to hospice/palliative care. Using a cross-sectional research design limits the ability to determine improvement or deterioration of study participants, thereby potentially altering symptom cluster results. Enrollment criteria stipulated participants that have a PPS score ≥40, thereby eliminating a significant portion of potential hospice patients with PPS scores of 10, 20, or 30 and potentially altering the number and composition of symptom clusters. Enrollment criteria required participants to be experiencing pain on a daily basis thereby potentially altering symptom cluster results. Secondly, we collected symptom data via the SDS scale. It is impossible to capture all potential symptoms without overburdening this vulnerable population with data collection. Therefore, not all symptoms patients with cancer may experience are measurable with the SDS or any other symptom collection tool. Thirdly, although we were able to capture a racial/ethnic mix that relatively mirrors the population figures for Chicago and is significantly different from investigations composed of ≥80 % Caucasian samples, there was an underrepresentation of Hispanic patients. Hence, the symptom experience and symptom clustering in Hispanic patients with cancer admitted to hospice/palliative care settings remain inadequately determined. Future research targeted toward obtaining participation from all ethnic groups comprising the population mix should be conducted.
Conclusions
This analysis is the first to describe the presence of symptom clusters in an ethnically diverse hospice/palliative care setting in the USA. The four identified clusters are similar to those found in advanced cancer patients receiving treatment, demonstrating that patients with cancer in hospice/palliative care continue to have multiple, distressing symptoms. These results add valuable insight by providing a greater understanding of the symptom experience in patients at the end of the cancer trajectory who are receiving hospice/palliative care. Determining the stability of identified symptom clusters over time and discovering the biological interactions of all symptoms within the cluster may lead to cluster management therapies designed to alleviate all clustered symptoms thereby decreasing the symptom burden. We also found that symptom distress was high despite the use of analgesics, but whether this was due to insufficient dosing or a general lack of effective analgesics for cancer pain cannot be determined.
With insufficient symptom cluster research in existence, we provide evidence that adds to the growing body of knowledge specifically in the hospice/palliative care setting. Development of aggressive pain and symptom management strategies to alleviate symptom distress is needed. Knowing which symptoms cluster together may facilitate development of management strategies that target at all the symptoms within each cluster.
